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On Tuesday, November 15th, members 

of public safety joined with members of 

Congress to support legislation for a 

nationwide public safety broadband 

wireless network.  The legislation would 

provide radio spectrum (the D Block) 

and funding for a critically needed 

public safety network.  Additionally, 

the legislation would create funding 

for the network through incentive 

spectrum auctions, increase jobs 

while simultaneously reducing the 

deficit.  The Virginia Fire Service was 

well represented by members from 

Fairfax City, Fairfax County, Arlington, 

Henrico, Richmond, Chesterfield and 

Charlottesville along with police 

representatives. Charlottesville Fire Chief 

and VFCA Immediate Past President 

Charles Werner spoke on behalf of the 

International Association of Fire Chiefs 

in support of the legislation.
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Greetings and Happy New Year,

I do hope that the New Year will be full of great opportunities and blessings for you and your loved ones. 

The holiday season so often allows fire and rescue personnel to see the best and the worst of the world, but it 

does offer us the opportunity to impact people’s lives in a positive fashion. Few other professions provide that 

boots on the ground type of opportunity to impact people’s lives as we are able to do.

Earlier this year I said how I did hope that the VFCA would be active in the legislative process, but that we 

would not be defined by it. Simply meaning all the external forces on us may change for the better or the 

worse, but that at the end of the day the VFCA would stand ready to support the Virginia Fire Service in any 

manner possible and that the best interest of our communities and our members was at the forefront of 

our activity. With the 2011-2012 legislative session about to get underway, we have worked with our partners 

during the recent annual Virginia Fire Services Council legislative planning session and look forward to 

increased partnerships and opportunity this session with our sister organizations. 

The Line of Duty Death benefit funding issues and any effort to take or redirect Aid to Locality funding or 

Four for Life funds will be clearly on our radar.  These issues will remain a matter of concern because the 

recent changes continue to negatively impact the local level.  Aid to Locality funding and Four for Life funds 

have been solely created to improve the delivery of local level fire and EMS service, at the point that the 

patient is injured or the fire occurs, not as a supplement to any state agency budget or to have what has 

historically been authorized as an appropriate use redefined without stakeholder or Legislative input.  

In October the VFCA Board had its annual Strategic Planning Retreat and Full Board meeting in the 

Roanoke Valley and I can assure you that there was nothing routine in this year’s event. The location was 

changed after many years and this provided the attendees the opportunity to plan, brain storm and network 

in a refreshing environment. Also of value was the fact that each day we met at a different location to 

encourage change and thought.  Starting the process Wednesday evening was a pretty long Executive 

Officers meeting and dinner with Sharon Baroncelli. Sharon is the Program Manager and Volunteer Workforce 

Solutions IAFC contact.  The importance of Sharon being with the Executive Board was that the next day after 

the Board meeting, Mr. Randy Krantz, a recognized Leadership Instructor, was going to work the VFCA Board 

thorough a leadership perspective workshop to assist us with forming the direction of the organization and 

to truly apply all of the experience on the board to the true “tip of the spear”.  This was followed on Friday with 

the annual strategic planning process and allowed Sharon, after several days with board members, to help 

focus, refocus and guide the discussion and gain maximum benefit of the time that we had.  This approach 

allowed for fresh perspectives and insights and allowed us to put some old thoughts and baggage to the 

side. I can assure you that in the future the results of this new perspective and fresh thought process will 

impact the manner in which VFCA serves its customers.  

I would like to thank all of the Board members and Staff, past and present that have served this organization 

so well and appreciate the faith and trust that they have placed in me during the past several years. The 

VFCA has much to be proud of, but the thing that is the most valuable is that its membership is composed of 

selfless people who do a blue collar job with the wisdom of a white collar executive each and everyday to 

benefit their friends and neighbors in their most trying of times and for that I will be ever grateful.

Be Safe and God Bless,

Warmly,

Chief Jack Jones, Jr., EFO, CMO

President   

Jack Jones
2011 VFCA President

Bedford County
Fire & Rescue

1305 Falling Creek Road
Bedford, Va. 24523

Presidents Message
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It was in the early 1990s when I first heard 

some¬one refer to the American fire service as 

the world’s largest street gang. At first, I was taken 

aback; I thought of all the negative connotations 

that might be bestowed by such a derogatory 

reference. But then I saw the similarities: We’re a 

group of more than 1 mil¬lion men and women with 

a collaborative bond we call “the brotherhood” 

(and sisterhood!). We’re united by a common 

mission-to save lives and protect property. We wear 

common colors, we meet and assemble at known 

locations within our defined turf and we travel in 

packs. We speak our own language: forcing entry, 

pullin’ the deuce-and-a-half, layin’ in, aggressive 

attack, knockdown, VES, LDH, ICS, PIA, RIT. Our mode 

of transportation is distinct and our arrival is loud 

and very pronounced. We indeed are a force to 

be reckoned with, a “gang” of many, united as one.

Yet imagine reading this headline: “World’s 

Largest Street Gang Admits Defeat! 100,000+ killed, 

including 10,000 of their own.” Sound ridiculous? 

The truth is, in the battle for automatic fire sprinklers, 

we are not far away from such a headline.

It’s well recognized that the most effective 

forms of fire protection are public education and 

prevention, but in cases of human error, criminal 

intent and acci¬dents, the next best form of fire 

protection is the auto¬matic fire sprinkler. It’s not 

without an additional cost, but the fee pales 

in comparison to the tens of thousands of lives 

that have been lost (including firefighters) and 

the billions of dollars in property losses accrued 

over the last l00-plus years. We have the solution, 

yet many homebuilders associations and 

policymakers (local, state and federal) continue 

to put forth relentless bar¬riers of resistance.

In 1896, five men representing competitive 

companies gathered to solve a shared problem, to 

create standardization where no such standards 

existed. They worked beyond their personal and 

professional differences to achieve something for 

the greater good. These men created what we now 

refer to as the National Fire Protection Association 

(NFPA). The impetuous of the NFPA: the automatic 

fire sprinkler.

Today, more than 115 years later, we’re blessed 

with the resources and know-how - and more 

than 100 years of technological advancements - 

to deploy this solution effectively throughout our 

communities, to tame the demon that claims so 

many and destroys so much. Yet WE, America’s 

biggest and most influential street gang are on 

the verge of submission. We’re being challenged 

by groups that don’t hesitate to use the power of 

poli¬tics and financial interests to weaken public 

support for sprinklers. These groups go directly 

against the grain of our sworn mission: saving 

lives and protecting property. The question is, are 

we willing to use the same politics and persuasive 

facts to fight them back?

When the International Code Council voted to 

require all new one- and two-family residences to 

be equipped with fire sprinklers, we came out of 

the gate at breakneck speed, thinking this was 

a 50-yard-dash or a one-mile relay. But it’s fast 

becoming a marathon of unforeseen challenges.

Today, I fear that what we’re experiencing in 

the fire sprinkler battle is what marathon runners 

refer to as “The Wall” - a numb mind, zero energy 

and not enough muscle power to pull us through 

to the fin¬ish line. We’ve become exhausted, 

overwhelmed by the politics and financial might 

of those who refuse to compromise and conform 

to our mission,

Let me remind you, we are the American fire 

service! We’re united by a common mission; we’re 

a brother¬hood, and sisterhood second to none. 

We owe it to those we serve not to submit in what is 

fast becom¬ing one of our greatest battles. Yet this 

is a battle that won’t be won by sheer might. We 

must be consider¬ate of financial constraints, we 

must work within the political system, and we must 

use facts and figures to appeal to the public’s 

judgment. Like the leaders who formed the NFPA 

so long ago, we must set aside our differences 

and work toward a mutually agreed upon general 

principle governing fire protection.

In a speech after the 9/11 attacks, President 

George W. Bush appealed to the nation, saying, 

“We will not tire, we will not falter, and we will not fail.” 

Whether or not you agree with his politics, his words 

were a rally¬ing cry for a nation overwhelmed by 

tragedy. Today, we need such a rallying cry in our 

fight to enhance fire protection. The thousands 

of lives that are on the line should be more than 

enough to provide that voice. 

This editorial first appeared in the October 2011 edition of Fire 

Rescue magazine. It is being reprinted with permission.

Timothy E. Sendelbach

Submission Is NOT and Option

In the 
battle for 

automatic 
sprinklers, 

we need a 
rallying cry
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It took the membership of the International 
Code Council about nine years to adopt the most 
significant home fire safety regulations as a part of 
their residential code. The residential sprinkler effort 
underwent multiple variations, negotiations, and 
debate before being adopted first as an appendix, 
then in 2009 as an integral part of the International 
Residential Code. The key in this entire process was 
those groups and individuals who were promoting 
the effort never gave up. They all continued to 
negotiate for and promote the adoption of these 
requirements. 

The quote that titles this article is taken from the 
book Shadow Divers. The story of John Chatterton 
and his quest to dive deep into a German U-boat 
off the New Jersey coast in order to identify a sunken 
submarine and her crew. This story shows how his 
careful and deliberate efforts and the willingness 
to press on can achieve success. With each dive or 
research trip, Chatterton learned one more lesson – 
from a US Naval record documenting an encounter 
with an unknown u-boat, to how his equipment 
functioned in those previously unexplored depths 
– filing in the blanks of the mystery and developing 
new diving techniques. All the while, he never gave 
up, and ultimately achieved success. 

Fortunately, the goal of residential sprinklers in 
the Virginia Building code is far less dangerous 
than diving in 240 feet of water, but the effort can 
be equally frustrating. The important aspect of our 
effort is that we don’t give up. With the adoption of 
the 2009 International Codes, the Board of Housing 
removed the IRC sprinkler provisions, but added a 
number of “incentives” to entice builders and buyers 
to voluntarily install these systems. They include 
some construction savings of reduced wall ratings 
between townhomes, and infrastructure savings 
associated with road access, fire hydrant placement 
and water supply requirements. This piece meal 
approach however doesn’t address the more broad 
community fire risk, and eliminates the advantages 
of a consistent building code based fire protection 
strategy. 

With the coming of 2012, the International Code 
Council will publish the new editions of their family 
of codes, and the Department of Housing and 
Community Development is already setting the 
schedule for its adoption. Over the next 18 months, 
workgroups will meet, proposed code amendments 
will be debated, and the Board of Housing will vote. 
The Virginia Residential Sprinkler Coalition, with 
representation from virtually all of the Virginia fire 
service organizations, will regroup and learn from the 
past code cycle in another effort to bring the model 

code provisions of residential sprinklers to Virginia. 
Efforts in the last process included a 

comprehensive package of code changes which 
saved infrastructure and building costs to off-set 
costs associated with the sprinkler systems. The 
Coalition also entertained the approach of a 
limited requirement keeping sprinklers voluntary in 
detached single family homes, and requiring them 
in townhouse and condominium developments. 
This compromise was focused on developing the 
required economies of scale businesses need 
to reduce the overall costs of installing these 
systems. This strategy has been proven effective 
in other states like Maryland. The concept of long 
term cost reductions has also been proven in the 
comprehensive Scottsdale, Arizona study. 
Looking Forward

As our economy returns to some semblance of 
normal in the future, new construction is certain 
to come along with the recovery as well. The way 
communities grow can influence the cost of fire 
protection. As a fire service, we can continue to 
allow residential construction to have minimal fire 
protection (smoke alarms), and continue to provide 
fire protection as we have in the past. This means the 
continued evolution of manual firefighting forces, 
equipment and response, all of which are becoming 
more and more expensive every day. 

The alternative is to continue to advocate for 
built-in active fire suppression systems (residential 
sprinklers) to meet the evolving fire scenarios we are 
challenged with. The implications of these systems 
are clear. Fire sprinklers can react to fires faster and 
more economically than any manual firefighting 
force. This protection of lives and property will improve 
public safety, firefighter safety, and the sustainability 
of the community. Homes that have significant fires 
take months, sometimes years to repair. The loss of 
local real estate tax revenue and the impact on 
the surrounding community’s home values can be 
significant – not to mention the monetary cost of 
deaths and injuries associated with the fire. 

The members of the Virginia Residential Sprinkler 
Coalition will begin meeting again early in 2012 
to develop an approach for the upcoming code 
development cycle. We will reflect on how the 
previous cycle progressed and how we can adjust 
our strategy to take the next step toward communities 
that are more fire safe for the citizens as well as our 
fellow fire service members. The Coalition members 
will continue to ask for the support of the Virginia Fire 
Service so that we, like John Chatterton, can explore 
deeper into the world of fire and building safety and 
ultimately achieve success by never giving up.

Robby Dawson
Battalion Chief/Fire Marshal

Chesterfield Fire and EMS

Chairman, Fire and Life 
Safety Committee

The Virginia Response

“The worst 
decision is 

to give up.” 
- John Chatterton, 
diver and explorer
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VFCA’s Jones Attends NFPA Presidents Forum

On November 27-29 VFCA President Jack Jones had the 

opportunity to attend a National Fire Protection Association, “State 

Presidents Forum” at their Headquarters in Quincy Massachusetts. 

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) is an international 

nonprofit organization that was established in 1896. The company’s 

mission is to reduce the worldwide burden of fire and other hazards 

on the quality of life by providing and advocating consensus codes 

and standards, research, training, and education. 

This gathering attempted to bring Presidents of State Fire Chief 

Associations from across the United States to one location to receive 

presentations and information from the staff of the NFPA.  As further 

indication of the importance that they placed on this venue all 

costs associated with this program including airfare and hotel 

accommodations where provided by the NFPA.   The fast paced 

program was started with a reception and dinner on October 

27th with a welcome from Gary Keith, NFPA Vice President of Field 

Operations and Education and Chief Al Gillespie, President and 

Chairman of the Board of the IChiefs. Both parties spoke of the need 

for an open relationship and awareness on the part of Fire Chiefs of 

the opportunities that the NFPA offers. 

Topics presented included:

• Review of the Third Assessment of the U.S. Fire Service and each 

state received a customized report of the areas reviewed. 

• Firefighter Vulnerability Assessment Project. 

• Fire Protection Research Foundation update. 

• Electric Vehicle project with a great overview of the training 

available through state level train the trainer programs*(see 

note). 

• EMS NFPA 1917: Standard for Automotive Ambulances. Public 

Fire Protection Documents update.

• Overview of the U.S. Fire Problem.

• Overview of U.S. On-Duty Firefighter Fatalities. 

Additionally what was gained was an insight to the consistent 

and common issues facing State level Fire Chief Organizations. The 

President from Hawaii has similar opportunities as his counterpart 

from New Hampshire and the need to keep members engaged and 

active as a unified voice is ever present.  The number of resources 

available to the state association and individual departments 

was very interesting.  As an example, the NFPA will provide subject 

matter experts and data to assist in the fight to gain residential 

sprinkler laws. The role of Public Education is still a strong division of 

the organization and the recognition of Sparky the Fire Dogs’ 60th 

Birthday is a great indicator that the NFPA’s commitment to life safety 

education is not forgotten in their mission to be a primary source of 

fire and other hazard information. 

Local assistance and information may be gained through 

the regional office who promote the adoption of NFPA codes 

and standards by state and local authorities assure appropriate 

representation at code hearings and legislative sessions, coordinate 

activities with NFPA staff and key constituencies, and identify ways 

NFPA services can improve fire, building, and life safety in their regions. 

Regional offices also support research, educational, membership, 

and other NFPA activities. The contact information for the regional 

office serving Virginia is included below. 

Mid-Atlantic region (DE, MD, NJ, NY, PA, VA, WV)
Regional Director
P.O. Box 1166, Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
Tel: +1 302 227-3232; fax: +1 302 227-9350

*In an effort to distribute this training to first responders across the U.S., 
NFPA’s EV Safety Training team will be conducting train-the-trainer sessions 
nationwide The VFCA has offered to be the host agency in a Train the Trainer 
program in the Commonwealth and encourages you to look back at our web 
site often for information. 

National Fire Protection Association, “State Presidents Forum” at their 
Headquarters in Quincy Massachusetts.                                          NFPA  photo  

VDFP News…
ATL for FY 11 is 98.7% expensed with nine (9) jurisdictions 

outstanding. ATL for FY 12 is 58.6% expensed. In the past five (5) 
years, we have been suc-cessful with your assistance in expensing 
100% of the ATL funds. 

Our number one fire cause in residential fires remains unattended 
cooking in the Com¬monwealth. I solicit your support in promoting 
fire and life safety education, especially in our residential 
occupancies. Encourage everyone to use and em¬ploy smoke and 
carbon monoxide detectors in their homes.

Our preliminary figures for CY 2011 show 505,128 responses as of 
November 1, 2011 with 19,004 fires and 316,006 Rescue and EMS 
resulting in losses of $187 million, 47 civilian fire deaths, and over 773 
civil¬ian and firefighter injuries.



Damage from

flooding, Storms, or fire?

Just one call to Paul Davis Restoration brings professional, expert disaster response 

every time. We’ll even work with insurance companies to make things easier for property 

owners. Our 40-year heritage of expertise and professionalism means we deliver on our 

promise of quality service and workmanship in everything we do.

· 24/7 emergency response
· Water cleanup & drying
· Fire & smoke damage
· Mold cleanup & prevention

· Reconstruction services
· Emergency board ups 
· Loss containment 
· Outstanding customer service

Make just one call:

1-888-473-7669
Serving all areas of Virginia

pdrestoration.com

Call Paul!

Call Paul!



Governor Bob McDonnell and Virginia Public Safety Foundation 

(VPSF) awarded the Commonwealth Medal of Valor, Virginia’s highest 

honor for service in public safety, to two Virginia Beach Firefighters in 

September. Captain William Reynolds and Firefighter Hope Scott were 

recognized for their bravery in responding to a call in October 2010 at 

which they entered a burning home to rescue two people. 

Reynolds and Scott entered the second-floor window of the home 

in response to reports that an infant was inside. When the firefighters’ 

thermal imaging camera failed and heavy smoke resulted in no 

visibility, they crawled on hands and knees in the direction of the child’s 

cries. They rescued the child before re-entering in search of another 

person. While Reynolds and Scott also rescued an elderly woman from 

the fire, she died from smoke inhalation three days later.

“These firefighters represent the very best in public safety in Virginia. 

It is a privilege to provide them with some recognition for their bravery,” 

said VPSF President Hadden Culp, now retired from Prince William 

Department of Fire and Rescue. “I’m also very pleased to acknowledge 

Hope Scott as the first female recipient of the Medal of Valor.”

McDonnell also awarded the Medal of Valor to Captain Stuart 

Whitehead of the Virginia Department of Corrections. Trooper Mathew 

Cochran, Hillsville Police Officer Ricky Hayes, and Carroll County Deputy 

Medal of Valor Awarded to Beach Firefighter’s

William Lyons were each awarded the Meritorious Service Medal, a 

secondary award presented for heroism. 

The Medal of Valor and Meritorious Service Medal are administered, 

on behalf of the Commonwealth, by VPSF, which also provides Line of 

Duty Death services to survivors and is leading the campaign to build 

the Commonwealth Public Safety Memorial in Richmond. For more 

information on each of these initiatives, visit www.vpsf.org on-line.

In 1969 Arthur Glatfelter recognized that Emergency ServiceOrganizations in America were neglected andmisunderstood by
many insurance companies. Therefore, he created VFIS, the first specialized insurance program designed to meet the needs
of Emergency Service Organizations.
Today, VFIS is the largest provider of insurance, education and consulting services to fire departments, ambulance and rescue
squads, and 911 centers in North America. We have a long and valued history of helping the emergency service community to
protect their members and assets as well as to manage their exposure to loss.
For additional information on how you can receive industry leading Insurance, Benefits, and Education, Training & Consulting,
contact Terry Mensinger, VFIS Sales Executive at (800) 233-1957, ext. 7922 orVFIS/J. Mark Bowery Insurance, Regional
Director at (800) 752-9620.

WE PIONEERED AN INDUSTRY

www.vfis.com

Captain William Reynolds and Firefighter Hope Scott shown with Governor Bob 
McDonnell at the Medal of Valor Ceremony.                        Photo: Michaele White
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VFCA Annual Retreat
by Walt Bailey, Deputy Chief, 1st Vice President

Each year, in conjunction with the October Board meeting, the 

VFCA Board of Directors and Committee Chairs hold a planning 

retreat to review and update the VFCA’s strategic plan. This year at 

our February board meeting there was a discussion on changing the 

format of that session and its location. Ultimately, Chief Dave Hoback 

from Roanoke Fire-EMS suggested that we explore options for a new 

location and format with a decision to be made at the June meeting. 

When our board reconvened at the June meeting, the Roanoke Valley 

fire chiefs made a proposal to meet in the Roanoke Valley and offered 

to make the arrangements. The dates were set and the agenda was 

drafted in August. The Executive Committee convened at the Salem 

Holiday Inn on the evening of October 19th and the full board met 

on October 20th. Transportation was provided by the Roanoke Valley 

departments for our evening meals.

This year we followed a different format from years past electing to 

have our formal board meeting on Thursday morning at the Roanoke 

Valley Regional Fire Training Center followed by an afternoon session 

presentation on Leadership from Bedford County’s Commonwealth 

Attorney Randy Krantz. Friday morning the group convened at the 

Roanoke County fire administration building to start the strategic 

planning review. First Vice President Walt Bailey provided copies of the 

current plan and requested everyone to review the plan and send 

comments back to the Executive Director by December 1st. 

Sharon Baroncelli from the International Association of Fire 

Chiefs agreed to facilitate our planning session. She opened up 

with a review of our mission statement. After much discussion and 

deliberation a new mission statement was proposed. “The Virginia Fire 

Chiefs’ Association, Inc. (VFCA) serves the communities of Virginia 

through its fire service leaders by advocating leadership, education, 

and training.”  Sharon challenged us to think about the new mission 

statement. She recommended that we make necessary amendments 

and adopt the mission statement at the December meeting.  

The board then had a discussion on the goals of the organization. 

Those include 1) enhancing Virginia’s fire service,  2) networking, 3) 

succession planning for the fire service, 4) professional development, 

5) advocate for administrative professionals, 6) providing a support 

network in Virginia, 7) influence change, and 8) serve as a clearing 

house for information sharing.

The board also established goals for the next 12 months. Those 

goals include:

1. Shifting the focus of board membership to get beyond being on 

the Board and being the Board.

2. Capture, communicate and promote the successes of the 

organization.

3. Improve outreach and partnerships, both internally and externally.

4. Improve economic growth through the Virginia Workforce 

Solutions Program and provide more service and education in an 

effort to improve VFCA membership.

After a full day of engaged brain storming, information sharing, 

and goal setting, it was decided our board would reconvene on 

Thursday, December 1st in Henrico to finalize our goals and assign 

groups to get the work done.  In addition, we were all in agreement to 

invite other stakeholder groups to that meeting to discuss strategies 

for promoting mutually beneficial goals as well as outline initiatives for 

developing a more cooperative working relationship.

Sharon Baroncelli from the International Association of Fire Chiefs leads retreat 
planning session.                                                            Photo: Lynn Cherry-Miller

NIMS Guideline for the 
Credentialing of Personnel 
Published

The NIMS Guideline for the Credentialing of Personnel is now 

final and available for use.  The Guideline provides guidance on 

credentialing for federal, state, tribal and local personnel, as well as 

for critical infrastructure and key resources, voluntary and nonprofit 

response personnel. 

The Guideline builds on the doctrine established in NIMS Guide 

0002 National Credentialing Definition and Criteria, dated March 

27, 2007.  The Guideline addresses the full range of responders who 

may be called upon and need to establish their legitimacy through 

proof of identity, qualification/affiliation and authorization to deploy.

The Guideline and the NIMS Guide 0002 can be found at the 

NIMS Resource Center at the following URLs:

•	 The	Guideline	-	 
http://www.fema.gov/emergency/nims/ResourceMngmnt.

shtm#item3 

•	 The	NIMS	Guide	0002	- 
http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nims/ng_0002.pdf 
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The definition of the term “combination” is the 

act of combining or the state of being com¬bined. 

It seems rather simplistic, doesn’t it? Unlike a 

recipe, just combine a number of ingredients to 

create the end product. Unfortunately, some fire 

service and government leaders believe that 

leading a combination fire department is just 

a “simple recipe,” and they become frustrated 

and ineffective when con-flict consumes the 

department.

Conflict surrounding combination departments’ 

has been around for years. As cities continued 

to urban¬ize during the 1800s and fire losses 

increased, career firefighters-or “hirelings,” as some 

were called (talk about a label)-were integrated 

into volunteer departments in what are now 

large cities across the country. Conflicts were 

often settled with fights in the streets, newspaper 

articles demonizing one side or the other, and 

acts of revenge, such as volunteers being locked 

out of stations or career staffs equipment being 

vandalized.

Oh, wait- we have the same things going on 

today. So what have we learned? Is conflict just 

inevitable? Although there’s no magic bullet in 

the leader’s arsenal when it comes to leading 

combination departments, there are a number of 

strategies we can use to reduce conflict and keep 

a combination system focused on the mission of 

saving lives and property.

DROP	THE	LABELS
Remember back in grade school when the 

teacher lined up the kids at recess, assigned 

captains (and for the record, I don’t recall the 

teacher following any established promotional 

process), and the captains went about choosing 

their teams? Sure, there was that painful process 

of choosing the last set of kids for the teams, 

but what also occurred was the establishment 

of labels or identities: red team, blue team, etc. 

Granted, you can’t have a kickball game without 

having compet¬ing teams, but take a step back 

and consider how we set up teams in our own 

combination departments.

Competition, if managed effectively, can 

be a healthy motivator for any organization, 

especially for a fire department packed with type 

A personalities. However, are we setting ourselves 

up for failure when we have the career staffed 

“red team” and the volunteer staffed “blue team”? 

I’ve been in many stations that have a volunteer 

engine and a career engine or segregated day-

rooms and bunk rooms. It sounds obvious when 

someone suggests combining teams with a 

mixture of career and volunteer, but the missing 

ingredient to this simple approach is to drop the 

label of career or volun-teer. Individuals are now 

part of a team, and although the members have 

differences in terms of backgrounds and talents, 

they should share a unified mission and a set of 

organizational values.

Volunteer and career firefighters join the fire 

service for the same reasons: to serve and protect 

the public. We should have fun at our jobs and 

enjoy what we do, because satisfaction through 

our work is the long-term motivator, not money or 

extrinsic rewards.

At the basic level, firefighters should be 

competent at their jobs, whatever their role 

in the department; conduct themselves in a 

professional manner, both in appearance and 

interaction with each other and the public; and 

contribute to the department’s mission. Quite 

honestly, a volunteer or career member with any 

other primary purpose should find another place 

to work.

Beyond this basic purpose, career and 

volunteer firefighters share common interests 

of family, sports, recreation, etc. (it’s best to stay 

away from religion and political views when 

searching for common interests). In fact, many 

departments find it beneficial for volun-teer and 

career members to share their common interests 

by participating in activities together outside 

the department. The bottom line: Take away the 

labels, and we’re more alike than we are different.

DEVELOP	THE	TEAMWORK	TRIANGLE
Remember the fire triangle you learned years 

ago? Of course, the fire triangle bas been 

replaced with the fire tetrahedron, but in simple 

terms, the logic behind the fire triangle is that 

a fire naturally occurs when the ele-ments are 

combined in the right mixture, and it’s pre-vented 

or extinguished by removing anyone of them.

Now, replace fuel, heat and oxygen with 

volunteer, career and commitment. A leader 

should consider their combination department’s 

teamwork approach using this analogy. That is, a 

By Dan Eggleston, 
EFO, CFO, CMO

Combi Concerns

Fostering unity 
& diversity in 

a traditionally 
competitive 
& conflicted 
environment
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unified combination department that is mission-focused takes the 

contributions of the career staff, the volunteers and the commitment 

from all players to make the department successful. Take away any 

one of those elements and the “flame” will go out. This teamwork 

triangle anal¬ogy helps to illustrate that everyone contributes to 

the department’s ability to deliver services, and that attitude and 

commitment are vital elements.

I recognized this teamwork triangle when I was a fire chief of a 

combination department that had a demanding workload in terms 

of daily activities and emergency calls. The department had a 

small career staff that primarily took care of daytime opera¬tions-

responding to calls, maintaining equipment and dealing with 

administrative duties. As evening hours approached, volunteer crews 

came in to boost staffing levels to meet the busier demands and 

to relieve career staff from a full day’s work. When the department 

had problems filling volunteer duty crews, career staff stepped up to 

make calls to help fill vacancies. When career staff needed a break 

or time off, volunteers filled in.

This climate created an opportunity for volunteer and career staff 

to build a team based on mutual respect. The department realized 

that it rakes me contribution of volunteer and career staff to make 

the department work and that no one individual is more important 

than the department as a whole. Because of the interdependent 

rela¬tionship, firefighters looked beyond the traditional labels and 

realized the value that each contributed to the team.

START	SMALL,	THINK	BROAD
So where do you start? A wise leader once told me, “Son, don’, 

boil the ocean.” Start small. Choose a shift or crew that has the best 

attitude and build your team from there. Choose natural leaders who 

under¬stand and respect people, people who embrace the vision 

and can inspire others to do the same. Think about opportunities 

to create shared experiences, such as training events, projects or 

other tasks that keep people focused on the purpose. Remember 

to build on small successes, because teamwork and trust take time, 

and long-term results must happen at a natural pace.

Leading combination departments can be one of the most 

challenging jobs of any fire service leader, but at the same time, it 

can be one of the most rewarding. Combination departments are 

inherently destined for conflict if we allow ourselves to concentrate 

on differences rather than similarities. But this problem isn’t going 

away; as the number of available volunteers continues to dwindle, 

especially during daytime hours, more departments are becoming 

combination career/volunteer.

We cannot allow the past to define our future. The responsibility 

to lead the way and develop an organi-zational environment for 

combination departments that fosters unity and purpose is left to 

us-today’s fire service leaders.

Chief Dan Eggleston began his fire service career in 1978 and 

is currently the career lire/rescue chief with the Albemarle County 

(Va.) Department of Fire Rescue. Eggleston holds a master’s degree 

in Emergency Management and is a graduate of the National Fire 

Academy’s Executive Fire Officer Program and a Chief fire Officer 

and Chief Medical Officer. Eggleston is an at-large board member 

with the IAFC’s Volunteer and Combination Officer Section (VCOS) 

and conducts leadership courses throughout the country.

Reprinted with permission.

The	Bookmark
Take the Lead
Motivate, Inspire, and Bring 

Out the Best in Yourself and 

Everyone Around You

Betsy Myers

“Why is it that some people challenge us and motivate us to 

rise to our best abilities, while others seem to drain our energy 

and spirit? What is that particular quality certain people have 

that causes those around them to engage fully and feel 

connected?” 

You are a leader. You do not need to be in a boardroom, 

on a battlefield, or on a ballot to have a profound impact on 

everyone around you. In this life-changing book, Betsy Myers—

senior adviser to two US presidents and former executive director 

of Harvard’s Center for Public Leadership—demonstrates how 

each of us has opportunities to take the lead every day and 

shares seven core principles that will enable us to be more 

productive, engaged, and successful. 

From the Oval Office to the playground, cabinet meetings to 

kitchen tables, in public life and private, Betsy Myers has seen 

firsthand the emergence of a new leadership model where 

having all the answers up front is less important than asking 

the right questions, where strength is derived less from the 

power you wield than from how you make the people around 

you feel. 

With personal stories from her time in government, in 

academia, and on the campaign trail, as well as her 

experiences as a wife, daughter, and mother, Myers helps all 

of us learn to set the right priorities for ourselves; to connect 

on a deeper level with the people around us; to uncover 

problems early when they are still easy to fix; to collaborate 

with those whose points of view are different from our own; and 

to push through our fears and live our most authentic lives. 

Myers demonstrates that more than simply making people feel 

good, this kind of leadership can have a profound effect on 

the results achieved: it is how initiatives are launched, profits 

are made, and work gets done. 

Personal, practical, and profoundly inspiring, Take the Lead 

is a book for anyone who wonders where all the great leaders 

have gone. Betsy Myers helps us see that true leadership is all 
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Where Do You Stand With Your Subordinates?
By: Captain  Jackson Baynard,
Henrico County Fire Department

Where do you stand as a company officer?  What is your goal as 

a company officer? If it is to develop your team to be the best, then 

consider the 90 Degree North Subordinate Matrix. Do you consider it 

important to focus on your individual team members? Do you know 

how they see you?  Where do you stand with your firefighters? The 

90 Degree North Subordinate Matrix is a tool that a company officer 

or even a chief officer can utilize to see himself/herself through the 

eyes of others. While the 90° North can be adapted to become a 360 

evaluation it’s meant to give the company or chief officer feedback 

from the perspective of his/her firefighters. 

When you demonstrate that you have the knowledge and ability 

along with the vision and inspiration, anything is possible for your team 

to accomplish. It is not about what you can do as a company officer, 

but what you can do for the team.  The 90 ° North shows how your 

management and leaderships skills are perceived. The management 

section evaluates knowledge and ability; the leadership section 

evaluates vision and inspiration. Ideally a supervisor is able to 

demonstrate having both the management and leadership skills. 

Even if you are fortunate enough to have great firefighters who work 

with you, they still are probably not giving you the feedback you need 

to become a better company officer. Knowing how you are perceived 

by individuals is valuable for self reflection; remember if there is 

a problem it might be staring at you in the mirror. It is challenging 

to think that you might be the problem in the team, but until you 

really consider that possibility, the team will not fully develop.  The 

90° North provides a quick anonymous way for firefighters to provide 

constructive feedback to their officers.  The only reason an officer 

would feel uncomfortable utilizing this tool is if he/she is unwilling to 

listen and understand the feedback from his/her firefighters. 

Senate Confirms Chief Ernest 
Mitchell as the new U.S. Fire 
Administrator

On November 18th, the Senate approved the nomination of Chief 

Ernest Mitchell, Jr. to be the next United States Fire Administrator.  

Chief Mitchell was confirmed by voice vote.  Chief Mitchell was 

nominated by President Obama on August 2, 2011.

Chief Mitchell served as Fire Chief and Assistant Director of 

Disaster Emergency Services for the city of Pasadena, California Fire 

Department from 1998 to 2004.  In addition, he served as Fire Chief 

and Deputy City Manager of Monrovia, California from 1991 to 1998.   

Chief Mitchell has over 30 years of experience in the fire service.

Chief Mitchell served as IAFC president in 2003-2004.  He currently 

serves on the International Association of Fire Fighters Hazardous 

Materials Advisory Board and the International Fire Service Training 

Association Executive Board.  Mr. Mitchell holds an A.S. in fire science 

from Long Beach City College, a B.P.A. from the University of San 

Francisco and an M.P.A. from California State University at Northridge.

Ready Virginia launches Winter Weather 
preparedness campaign

VDEM and the National Weather Service remind Virginians that 

the Commonwealth is ready for potential severe winter weather 

and that everyone has a responsibility to prepare themselves. 

Recent winter seasons brought several record-breaking snowfalls, 

low temperatures, power outages and blocked roads and created 

a serious situation for many.  

Winter preparedness information for individuals and businesses 

is available at http://www.vaemergency.gov/readyvirginia/winter/

winter-preparedness-week

90 Degree North Subordinate Matrix ™
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The 90° North can help you overcome one of the biggest 

organizational hurdles - communication. Even if you believe that you 

are already providing your team with the necessary management 

and leadership skills take the opportunity to increase communication 

about your performance from your firefighter’s perspective. They don’t 

have to like you. They just have to be willing risk their lives by your side. 

Instructions  

1. Copy this Link http://www.integritasleadership.net/matrix.html

2. Send out an email to your firefighters with the link.

3. Complete each of the 4 sections, then click on the Matrix tab.

4. Have the firefighter print the page with the Matrix graph and 

numerical score.
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The Secret List’s Billy Goldfeder to Headline 2012 
Conference Slate
By Nick Caputo

The Professional Development Committee is pleased to announce 

that Chief Billy Goldfeder will headline the 2012 Conference held in 

Virginia Beach on February 23-26, 2012. Goldfeder will speak at the 

2nd Annual Sunday Morning Breakfast Session and will discuss: “Who 

is in YOUR WALLET? The Reality of Firefighter Death and Injury.”  Last 

year’s Breakfast Session was a huge success and we encourage all of 

you to attend. In addition to the Breakfast Session, Chief Goldfeder will 

also deliver a powerful presentation on Saturday afternoon entitled, 

“Not EVERYONE Goes Home.”

While all to the 2012 course offerings have not been completely 

finalized, below is a preview of what to expect. More information will 

be available in early October on the VFCA Conference Registration 

Website.  

The pre-conference will open on Thursday with the well-known and 

established “Shaker’s Forum for Chief Officers.” Chris Eudailey (VFCA 

Past President and CEO of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation) and 

IAFC Executive Director Mark Light will once again host this session. 

If you have never attended a “Shaker’s” you are missing a great 

opportunity to network and catch up on key issues facing the fire 

service. 

As in the past, the Professional Development Committee is excited 

about its 6th Annual Company Officer Symposium. The Company 

Officer’s Symposium will highlight three stellar programs: 

• “LACK: Leadership, Accountability, Culture and                        Knowledge” 

• “The Truth About Leadership: It isn’t easy, but you can do it” 

• “Energy, Effort and Enthusiasm: Increasing Organizational 

Effectiveness through Employee Performance and Engagement” 

Once again the VFCA has partnered with several State Agencies to 

bring stellar training programs to you. The Virginia Department of Fire 

Programs (VDFP), Department of Forestry and the Office of EMS will be 

offering several outstanding courses:

• NFPA 1031 Recertification Hours (8 hours)

• NFPA 1033 Recertification Hours (8 hours)

• Emergency Driving Simulator

• So you want to be a wildland firefighter?

• Wildland Related Grant Opportunities

• Wildland Fire Injury/Fatality Case Studies

• National Scope of Practice/Educational Standards in Virginia 

EMS

• Virginia EMS Officer Standards

• EMS Agency Standards of Excellence: A Resource Document

The Department of Defense (DOD) will host its 9th Annual DoD 

Day as part of the 2012 MAE&S.  The VFCA and the Professional 

Development Committee would like to thank all of our partnering 

state agencies and the DoD for their continued support—together 

we continue to deliver quality training to you!

From a strategy and tactics, firefighter safety and health standpoint, 

the following courses will be offered:

• “Command Overload: DELEGATE” by Joe Bailey and William 

Burris.    

• “NFA Incident Safety Officer” will be presented by NFA Instructors. 

NFA Certificates can be awarded.

• “LACK: Leadership, Accountability, Culture and Knowledge” will 

be offered by staff of the National Fallen Firefighters Association.

•  “The Truth About Leadership: It isn’t easy, but you can do it” by 

Randy Krantz.

• “Preventing and Managing Natural Gas Emergencies” by Robert 

Innes of Columbia Gas.

•  “Courage to be Safe” delivered by Steve Weissman and James 

Paul (staff and advocates for the National Fallen Firefighters 

Association.)

• “Taking Care of Our Own” offered by staff of the National Fallen 

Firefighters Association.

• “POD: Professional, Organized and Disciplined Firefighting: 

Incorporating Safety into Fire Attack” by John Tippet.  

Other training opportunities will include: 

• “Overview of the State Line of Duty Death Act Fund” 

• “Planning and Implementing a Chief Officer Development 

Program”

• “Overview, Results and Lessons Learned from the VFCA Volunteer 

Workforce Solutions     Program”

• “Social Networking and the Law”

• “An Overview of VRS Benefits: Are you prepared to retire”

• “Administrative Professionals Section”

• “Development of a Suicide Prevention Program: The Courage to 

Save Ourselves”

• “Introducing and Applying the Community Fire Safety 

Operational Guide”

• “The Top 15 Behaviors that can hurt the Volunteer Fire Service”

• “You Got My Back?: How Leaders and Followers Help Each Other”

As you can see, we have been very busy finalizing plans for the 

2012 Mid-Atlantic Expo and Symposium. We highly encourage each 

of you to take advantage of these affordable and outstanding 

training opportunities by fiscally and administratively supporting the 

attendance of your department’s members at the 2012 Conference. 

While we all realize that times are tight and training budgets have 

been cut, we ask that you continue to support YOUR conference and 

ensure that YOUR personnel receive the training that they deserve. 

Neither you, nor they, will be disappointed in the quality of training and 

the overall “bang for the buck.” The VFCA needs your department’s 

SUPPORT!

Mark	your	calendars	for	
February	23-26,	2012.		Please	
visit	www.vfca.us	for	more	
details.		See	you	at	the	Beach!
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Arson Probes: Instinct Giving Way to 
Modern Science  
By John J. Lentini, CFEI

The old expression “the more you learn, the less 
you know” is truer in fire investigations than just about 
any other forensic science discipline. The science of 
fire investigation has significantly improved since the 
1970s. 

This has profoundly enhanced our ability to mete 
out justice to arson schemers. 

But some insurers still rely on investigators who 
use outdated arson science. These insurers risk 
misdiagnosing fires and having innocent people 
wrongly convicted for insurance fraud. Earlier 
convictions also could be overturned on appeal, and 
insurers face an exposure to bad-faith suits whose cost 
will dwarf the small amounts of money they save by 
using hacks instead of investigators who know the 
modern science of arson detection. 

The 1980s and 1990s saw gradual improvement 
in the science as it became clearer that many fire 
investigations were based on anecdotal evidence at 
best and witchcraft at worst. 

One of the first salvos actually came in 1977, when 
the federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
reported the results of a survey of fire investigators in a 
publication titled Arson and Arson Investigation: Survey 
and Assessment. None of the indicators of incendiary 
activity had been scientifically validated, the authors 
warned. They recommended careful experiments to 
learn whether these indicators were valid. 

Three years later, the National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS — now the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology) produced the Fire Investigation 
Handbook. It repeated all of the old arson indicators, 
and gave them the imprimatur of the most-credible 
science and engineering institution on the planet.

Simply took word of instructors 
Unfortunately, no experiments to validate these 

indicators were conducted. The NBS simply took the 
word of two instructors from the National Fire Academy, 
which resulted in numerous textbooks embedding 
the mythology of arson investigation. Undoing the 
damage took three decades.

In 1985, the Standards Council of the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) became concerned 
with the quality of fire investigations. It commissioned 
a guideline for fire investigators. The first edition of NFPA 
921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, was 
published in 1992. 

The howls of protest from fire investigation 
“professionals” were deafening. But if the guide was 
true, then hundreds or thousands of accidental 
fires had been wrongly labeled incendiary fires, i.e., 
intentionally set. 

No investigators wanted to admit the unspeakable 
possibility that they had caused innocent people to 
be wrongly convicted of insurance fraud, or a family to 
be denied their life savings. The arson profession was 
in denial.

The first serious legal challenge to the “old school” 
came in 1996 in Michigan Millers Mutual Insurance 
Company v. Janelle R. Benfield,5 where a fire investigator 
who failed to properly document his observations 
was excluded from testifying. In the appeal, the 
International Association of Arson Investigators (IAAI) 
filed an amicus curiae brief contending that fire 
investigators should not be held to a strict reliability 
inquiry because fire investigation was “less scientific” 
than the scientific testing discussed in the Daubert 
decision of 1993. Eventually though, enough court 
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rulings, including the unanimous Supreme Court decision in Kumho 
Tire v. Carmichael, persuaded most fire investigators to accept the 
scientific method espoused by NFPA 921. 

Perhaps the key important turning point came in 2000, when the 
United States Department of Justice released a research report titled 
Fire and Arson Scene Evidence: A Guide for Public Safety Personnel. 
It identified NFPA 921 as a “benchmark for the training and expertise 
of everyone who purports to be an expert in the origin and cause 
determination of fires.” That same year, IAAI for the first time endorsed 
NFPA 921. 

Science is only valid method
Most fire investigators now agree that the scientific method is the 

only valid way to reach accurate conclusions about the origin and 
cause of fires. But even today, some investigators neither understand 
nor follow the scientific method.

NFPA 921 has made it easier to distinguish credible investigations 
from those based on hunches, feelings or discredited mythology. 
The Guide requires that investigators justify their conclusions with 
data, sound science and clear reasoning. Based on my 35 years of 
studying fires, including more than 2,000 actual fire scene inspections 
(about 800 of which I determined to be arson) I learned two important 
things: Most fires are accidents, and most arson fires are obvious. 
There are exceptions, but if a fire investigator repeatedly reports an 
arson determination that seems hard to understand, this investigator 
probably needs to find another line of work. 

Some recent high-profile criminal arson cases have attracted the 
attention of the public and media. Dave Mann of the Texas Observer 
became interested in studying errors in fire investigations because 
of two men who were convicted of arson: Ernest Ray Willis (who 
was exonerated after 17 years on death row) and Cameron Todd 
Willingham (who was executed after 12 years on death row). 

Mann compared total fires in Texas with fires determined to be arson. 
The number of fires determined to be arson dropped more than 60 
percent between 1997 and 2007, his results show. 

Jack Nicas, a reporter for the Boston Globe, performed the same 
study in Massachusetts, with even more startling results. Between 1984 
and 2008, fires determined to be arson in Massachusetts dropped from 
more than 20 percent to less than 2 percent despite a net increase 
in total fires. Nationally, arson fires dropped from around 15 percent 
to around six percent from 1999 to 2008, reports the National Fire 
Protection Association.

Mann attributed all of these drops to fire investigators making 
fewer mistakes, while Massachusetts State Fire Marshal Stephen D. 
Coan attributed the decrease to more fire education, visibility of law 
enforcement, and successful prosecutions.

Both views seem a little extreme. But surely, at least part of the 
downward trend involves fire investigators being more cautious, and 
more aware of the consequences of their determinations. 

This caution is probably not the result of old-school fire investigators 
changing their ways. NFPA 921 has been a fact of life for 18 years, and 
many poorly trained investigators simply have retired or died. New fire 
investigators know the need for caution. As the great scientist Max 
Planck put it, “Science advances one funeral at a time.” 

Idea derided as ‘flashover defense’
New ideas often spend time in the “heresy box,” and fire investigations 

are no exception. When it was first posited in the mid-1980s that full-
room involvement could be responsible for irregular patterns on a floor, 
many fire investigators derided that idea as the “flashover defense.”

Only when fire investigators themselves began allowing their 
weekend seminar training fires to continue for a few minutes after 
flashover did they begin to realize that the rules for interpreting fire 
damage change once the fire becomes fully involved.

A small, but significant cadre of fire investigators are still fighting a 
rear-guard action, and refuse to accept this fact. But full acceptance is 
coming. The best training no longer teaches them to “recognize arson,” 
but how to understand fire patterns, especially the effects of ventilation 
on post-flashover fires. 

Another turning point in our understanding of fire behavior, and the 
accuracy of determining fire origins, came in 2005. A group of certified 
fire investigators from the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms 
(ATF) consisting of Special Agents Steven Carman, Daniel Heenan, 
Michael Marquart and Fire Protection Engineer Gerald Haynes, 
designed an experiment that mirrored similar experiments conducted 
(but not documented) at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 
in Glynnco, Ga. 

The investigators set up two simple 12 by 14 foot bedrooms, set 
each on fire, and allowed them to burn for about two minutes after 
they flashed over. Then they asked 53 participants in a Las Vegas fire-
investigation seminar to walk through the burned compartments and 
write down the quadrant in which they believed the fire had started. 
Only three identified the correct quadrant in each bedroom. 

Old days of finding origin ended
This caused much consternation in the profession. The “old days” of 

locating the point of origin of a post-flashover fire by relying on the 
“lowest burn and deepest char” were over.

When word of the ATF experiments reached the fire investigation 
community, people immediately examined the data more closely. An 
error rate of more than 90 percent was unimaginable. 

In fact, the poor results should not have surprised anyone. The 
success rate in the Glynnco tests was eight to 10 percent, Agent 
Carman reports. Certainly, the participants in the Las Vegas tests 
couldn’t interview witnesses, shovel debris or perform other activities 
besides visual observation. The qualifications of some participants also 
were less than stellar, and the group included some people who just 
wanted to familiarize themselves with fire-investigation procedures. 

But no matter how many explanations for the low success were 
offered, there was no way to increase the number of correct origin 
determinations beyond three. A score of 25 percent correct would be 
expected if all participants were blind. 

In an attempt to understand what was going on, Agent Carman 
and his colleagues re-created the test fires. They modeled the results 
using computational fluid dynamics. These studies created a better 
understanding of the effects of ventilation in post-flashover fires. The 
results were included in two well-produced training modules, available 
for free at CFITrainer.net.

When the fire undergoes flashover, it transits from a fire in a room to a 
room on fire. Before flashover, a fire grows by involving more fuel. Once 
flashover occurs, all fuel that can be involved is involved, and the fire 
can only grow where it has enough ventilation. The fire has shifted from 
a “fuel-controlled” fire to a “ventilation-controlled” fire. After flashover, 
radiation, not convection becomes the principal mode of heat transfer, 
and the fire spreads in all directions, including downward. 

The principal problem with determining the wrong origin is that the 
ignition source will not be found there. Finding an origin without an 
accidental ignition source will lead investigators who don’t understand 
what’s going on to conclude that somebody must have placed fuel at 
that origin and ignited it with an open flame. 
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Locating fire origin is key
If there is an irregular burn pattern on the carpet in that area, even 

without a positive lab report, the investigator will certainly conclude that 
the fire was intentionally set using a flammable liquid. Many investigators 
have made errors using this “negative corpus” determination. Finding 
the correct origin is key to correctly determining the fire’s cause, and is 
the hardest part of investigating a fully involved compartment fire.

ATF agents refined and repeated the Las Vegas experiment in 2007. 
They set up three burn cells, with identical fuel and identical ventilation, 
but different points of origin. The cells were allowed to burn for 30 
seconds beyond flashover, 70 seconds beyond flashover, and 180 
seconds beyond flashover. To put these times in context, the best fire 
departments in big cities might have a three-minute response time. If 
they are not called until someone sees the fire venting out the window 
(a sign of flashover), the chances of extinguishing the fire with less than 
three minutes of post-flash over burning are almost zero. 

The experiment validated the Las Vegas data. Further, it became 
clear that the longer the fire was allowed to burn after flashover, 
investigators were less likely to correctly identify the quadrant of origin. 

Six investigators apparently ruled the origin “undetermined” because 
they did not turn in a response for the 70-second post-flashover fire, and 
17 investigators declined to select a quadrant of origin when the fire 
had burned for three minutes beyond flashover. 

Of those 53 investigators who responded, 25 percent correctly 
identified the quadrant of origin. While this is better than the six percent 
in Las Vegas, the results would’ve been no better if the investigators had 
chosen the quadrant of origin at random.

Some would argue that even 69 percent or 84 percent correct are 
low numbers. But those determinations can send people to prison for 
insurance fraud or deny them homeowner’s coverage. 

These results show a failure of training fire investigators. Exercises 
at fire-investigation seminars historically have used short-lived fires, 
extinguished before flashover, to help investigators “recognize arson.” 

This kind of training is no longer acceptable. Fire investigators and 
the people who hire them must accept that sometimes the best 
answer is “undetermined” if an accidental or an incendiary call is not 
supported by conclusive evidence.

More insurers insist on science
The insurance industry is the primary consumer of the work product 

of private-sector fire investigators, and also relies heavily on the public 
sector to alert fraud adjusters about possible arsons. Some insurers 
have supported improved fire investigator training, but others have 
stayed on the sidelines. More importantly, some insurers insist that their 
independent contractors must be certified, and follow the scientific 
method and NFPA 921. Other companies, for reasons that are difficult 
to fathom, hire more “traditional” fire investigators.

That’s the polite word. The reality is that the fire investigation profession 
contains a large number of persons who don’t know what they’re 
doing. The only word for such individuals is “hacks.” They work cheaply 
and quickly, and tell you what they think you want to hear. Their arson 
determinations often can’t withstand even mild scrutiny. They are 
blissfully unaware of the work of Agent Carman and others who have 
tried for years to get across the point that post-flashover patterns must 
be interpreted differently from unconfined fire patterns. 

Hacks make lots of work for insurer special investigative units and 
insurance defense attorneys. But they also destroy lives. Companies 
that rely on hacks for contract fire investigations may save money in 
the short term. But it doesn’t take many bad-faith verdicts to wipe out 
the small savings of a few hundred dollars per investigation.

Insurers can avoid the consequences of hiring arson investigators 
who do not know what they are doing. The easiest thing is to not hire 
them. Fire investigators should be vetted just like any other contractor. 
There is a standard for professional qualifications of fire investigators. 
NFPA 1033, Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire Investigator, 
2009 edition, lists the subjects on which investigators must be up-to-
date: 

1.3.7 The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation 
methodology, fire protection technology, and code requirements 
by attending workshops and seminars and/or through professional 
publications and journals. 

1.3.8 The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an 
up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond the high 
school level at a post-secondary education level:

- Fire science
- Fire chemistry 
- Thermodynamics 
- Thermometry 
- Fire dynamics 
- Explosion dynamics 
- Computer fire modeling 
- Fire investigation 
- Fire analysis 
- Fire investigation methodology 
- Fire investigation technology 
- Hazardous materials 
- Failure analysis and analytical tools (emphasis added). 
It is easy to create a small “quiz” to see if fire investigators can define 

“thermodynamics” or “fire science,” or describe the combustion of 
hydrogen. An investigator who doesn’t maintain a basic, updated 
knowledge should not be investigating fires. It is embarrassing when 
your investigator “eliminates” a gas fire, but does not know that the 
chemical formula for methane is CH4.

Investigators’ reports also can show if they know what they are doing. 
Incendiary fire determinations likely are incorrect if they are based on 
fires that burned “hotter than normal,” or based on concrete spalling, or 
based on an unconfirmed canine alert, or the mythology discredited 
by NFPA 921. Basing a claim denial on such a report likely will set up 
an insurance carrier for a bad-faith lawsuit. Preventing and deterring 
arson fraud is important, but more complicated than in the past. 
New knowledge of fire behavior, and especially about the difficulty 
of correctly determining even where a fire started, have placed new 
burdens on fraud investigators. 

Insurance companies that accept these responsibilities will have a 
credible deterrent effect on fraud. But as long as some insurers support 
the hacks, horror stories about mistreatment of insured’s who have 
suffered a devastating loss will undermine the public’s confidence in 
the ability of all carriers to respond appropriately to fire losses. 

About the author: John J. Lentini, is head of Scientific Fire Analysis, LLC, 
(www.firescientist.com) in Big Pine Key, Fla. Lentini is a certified fire investigator, 
and was among the first group of individuals certified by the American Board 
of Criminalistics as Fellows in fire debris analysis. He holds certifications for both 
laboratory and fire scene work. Lentini has authored more than 25 technical 
publications. He also has conducted more than 2,000 fire scene inspections, and 
has been accepted as an expert witness on more than 200 occasions.

This article first appeared in the Journal of Insurance Fraud in America, and 
is reprinted with permission of the Coalition Against Insurance Fraud (www.
InsuranceFraud.org).
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Focus on Fire Safety: Holiday Cooking

Cooking fires continue to be the most common type of fires 

experienced by U.S. households. This is even more apparent during 

the holidays. There is an increased incidence of cooking fires on 
Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve Day, and Christmas Day. Cooking 

fires are also the leading cause of civilian fire injuries in residences. 

These fires are preventable by simply being more attentive to the use 

of cooking materials and equipment.

Don’t become a cooking fire casualty. Learn the facts about 

cooking fire safety today!

Safe Cooking Tips
The kitchen can be one of the most hazardous rooms in the 

home if you don’t practice safe cooking behaviors. Here are some 

safety tips to help:

• Stay in the kitchen when you are frying, grilling, or broiling food. If 

you leave the kitchen for even a short period of time, turn off the 

stove.

• If you are simmering, baking, roasting, or boiling food, check it 

regularly, remain in the home while food is cooking, and use a 

timer to remind you that you’re cooking.

• Stay alert! To prevent cooking fires, you have to be alert. You won’t 

be if you are sleepy, have been drinking alcohol, or have taken 

medicine that makes you drowsy.

• Keep anything that can catch fire - potholders, oven mitts, 

wooden utensils, paper or plastic bags, food packaging, towels, 

or curtains - away from your stovetop.

• Keep the stovetop, burners, and oven clean.

• Wear short, close-fitting or tightly rolled sleeves when cooking. 

Loose clothing can dangle onto stove burners and catch fire if it 

comes into contact with a gas flame or electric burner.

• Plug microwave ovens and other cooking appliances directly 

into an outlet. Never use an extension cord for a cooking 

appliance, as it can overload the circuit and cause a fire.

When	cooking,	stay	in	the	kitchen	
and	keep	an	eye	on	the	stove.

If You Have a Cooking Fire
• When in doubt, just get out. When you leave, close the door 

behind you to help contain the fire. Call 9-1-1 or the local 

emergency number after you leave.

• If you do try to fight the fire, be sure others are already getting 

out and you have a clear path to the exit.

• Always keep an oven mitt and a lid nearby when you are 

cooking. If a small grease fire starts in a pan, smother the flames 

by carefully sliding the lid over the pan (make sure you are 

wearing the oven mitt). Turn off the burner. Do not move the pan. 

To keep the fire from restarting, leave the lid on until the pan is 

completely cool.

• In case of an oven fire, turn off the heat and keep the door 

closed to prevent flames from burning you or your clothing.

• If you have a fire in your microwave oven, turn it off immediately 

and keep the door closed. Never open the door until the fire is 

completely out. Unplug the appliance if you can safely reach 

the outlet.

• After a fire, both ovens and microwaves should be checked 

and/or serviced before being used again.

The	Facts
• Cooking was the cause of almost half (46%) of residential 

building fires in 2009.

• Males face a disproportionate risk of cooking fire injury 
relative to the amount of cooking they do. 

• Young children and older adults face a higher risk of death 
from cooking fires than do other age groups. 

• Young children are at high risk from non-fire cooking-related 
burns. 

• Unattended cooking is the single leading factor contributing 
to cooking fires. 

• Many other cooking fires begin because combustibles are 
too close to cooking heat sources. 

• Frying is the cooking method posing the highest risk. 

• More than half of home cooking injuries occur when people 
try to fight the fire themselves. 

• Educational effectiveness may be enhanced by linking burn 
prevention and fire prevention. 

• Technology may be the best long-term solution to dealing 
with the cooking fire problem. 
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Nuisance Smoke Alarms
If a smoke alarm sounds during normal cooking, you may need to 

move it farther away from the kitchen (according to manufacturer’s 

instructions) and/or install a smoke alarm with a pause button.

If your alarm already has a pause button, push the pause button, 

open the door or window, and fan the area around the alarm with a 

towel to get the air moving. Do not disable the smoke alarm or take 

the batteries out!

Treat every smoke alarm activation as a likely fire and react 

quickly and safely to the alarm.

Turkey Fryer Safety Tips
• Use turkey fryers outdoors a safe distance from buildings and 

any other combustible materials.

• Never use turkey fryers in a garage or on a wooden deck.

• Make sure fryers are used on a flat surface to reduce accidental 

tipping.

• Never leave the fryer unattended. Most units do not have 

thermostat controls. If you do not watch the fryer carefully, the oil 

will continue to heat until it catches fire.

• Never let children or pets near the fryer even if it is not in use. The 

oil inside the cooking pot can remain dangerously hot hours 

after use.

• To avoid oil spillover, do not overfill the fryer.

• Use well-insulated potholders or oven mitts when touching pot or 

lid handles. If possible, wear safety goggles to protect your eyes 

from oil splatter.

• Make sure the turkey is completely thawed and be careful with 

marinades. Oil and water do not mix; water causes oil to spill 

over causing a fire or even an explosion hazard.

• The National Turkey Federation recommends thawing the turkey 

in the refrigerator approximately 24 hours for every five pounds in 

weight.

• Keep an all-purpose fire extinguisher nearby. Never use water to 

extinguish a grease fire. If the fire is manageable, use your all-

purpose fire extinguisher. If the fire increases, immediately call the 

fire department for help.

Source: Underwriters Laboratories

Burns and Scalds
Most burns associated with cooking equipment, cookware, and 

tableware are not caused by fire or flame. In 2009, ranges or ovens 

were involved in an estimated 17,300 thermal burn injuries seen 

in U.S. hospital emergency rooms. (Source: NFPA) Microwaves are 

a leading cause of scald burns. Be extra careful when opening a 

heated food container. Heat food in containers that are marked 

‘microwave safe.’ Since foods heat unevenly in the microwave, make 

sure you stir and test the food before eating.

Protecting Children from Scalds and Burns 
Children under five face a higher risk of non-fire burns associated 

with cooking than of being burned in a cooking fire. (Source: NFPA) 

You can help prevent these injuries by following a few basic tips:

• Keep children at least 3 feet away from where food and drink are 

being prepared or carried. 

• Keep hot foods and liquids away from the table or counter 

edges.

• Use the stove’s back burners if you have young children in the 

home.

• Never hold a child while cooking, drinking, or carrying hot foods 

or liquids. 

Also, teach children that hot things burn!

Young children are at high risk from non-fire cooking-related burns. Have a 
“kid-free zone” of at least 3 feet around the stove.

Names	in	the	news…
Assistant Chief Hadden Culp  of Prince William County Fire 

& EMS has retired effective December 1, 2011 after 33 years 
of service to the County. He says his primary responsibility 
in retirement will be as president of the Virginia Public Safety 
Foundation.

James City County District Chief Eldridge L. Canaday, Jr. 
known as “Buster” by his friends and family, passed away on 
Sunday, Nov. 27, 2011, at Sentra Careplex in Hampton. Buster 
retired from JCCFD in 2008 with more than 30 years of service.
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Do You Have What It Takes? 
Recruitment Campaign Successful in Roanoke County
By Jennifer Conley Sexton
Volunteer & PR Coordinator

YOU ARE ALWAYS THERE WHEN CALLED….. 

 

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU. 

Serving Volunteers in Virginia and North Carolina since 1974. 
1-800-556-0123 

In April, The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association (VFCA) announced that 
Roanoke County Fire & Rescue Department was selected as one of 20 
departments in Virginia to participate in a federally-funded program 
to develop a first-of-its-kind model to achieve and sustain adequate 
levels of fire and emergency service volunteer staffing. The Volunteer 
Workforce Solutions (VWS) program is being led by the Virginia Fire 
Chiefs Association, who identified the need for departments in Virginia 
to seek new solutions to address continuing downward trends in 
volunteer staffing levels. The VFCA secured the funding from a Staffing 
for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response (SAFER) Grant.

Research and data collected by the VFCA since 2004 has shown 
that staffing issues in volunteer fire departments is consistently the #1 
issue facing fire departments in Virginia.  A 2010 Virginia Fire Service 
Needs Assessment Survey conducted by the Virginia Department of 
Fire Programs, found that 67% of all survey respondents reported the 
need for more volunteer firefighters.  The VWS program has worked 
to identify and address recruitment and retention challenges facing 
volunteer fire departments while helping the departments and elected 
officials in effectively planning their future emergency response systems.

Roanoke County was chosen to participate in the Traditional-10 
group, which is using traditional methods to recruit and retain volunteer 
firefighters.  The ten volunteer fire companies within Roanoke County 
kicked off the traditional recruitment campaign entitled “DO YOU HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES?” in June at a Board of Supervisors Meeting with media 
coverage. We introduced our two advocates for the campaign—a 

male and a female firefighter in their late 20’s who are featured 
on our print materials and are sharing their volunteer firefighter 
experiences through social media such as Facebook and Twitter. The 
County received thousands of promotional materials highlighting the 
campaign slogan, which could not have been afforded otherwise.  
Volunteer firefighters spent the first several months of the campaign 
blanketing County business—including restaurants, gyms, recreation 
centers, stores, offices, and churches—with thousands of posters, 
brochures, and flyers.  Additionally, a direct mail advertisement was sent 
out to households across the county. Using traditional methods, the 
County has laid the groundwork for a thriving county-wide recruitment 
and retention campaign.

The Roanoke County campaign has been a tremendous success. 
During the first five months of the campaign—from June through 
October—we have recruited 66 new volunteers.  This is an increase 
of 21 volunteers over last year during the same time frame.  In both 
cases about half of these new volunteers will become firefighters and 
the other half EMTs.  We have reported both fire and rescue volunteer 
numbers because many rescue applicants reported seeing the 
recruitment materials as what lead them to apply, resulting in a plus for 
both fire and rescue organizations.  The campaign has clearly improved 
our overall recruitment efforts and strengthened our department as a 
whole with an emphasis on more volunteer firefighters today because 
of the VFCA’s Volunteer Workforce Solutions program.  
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Report Cites Risks to Public Safety Posed by 
Budget Cuts

Warns against decisions by municipal 
officials without adequate knowledge 
of fire safety and emergency response 
standards

Failing to manage the challenges of budget cuts, rising call 

volume, personnel and equipment shortages, security issues and 

the overall expectation to do more with less, can leave individuals, 

fire departments and communities vulnerable to undesirable events, 

according to a new report being released today.

Fire Service Deployment: Assessing Community Vulnerability, a 

report on fire safety released by the Urban Fire Forum, an educational 

group representing metropolitan fire departments warned that, ”in 

many communities, the sustained economic recession is forcing 

decisions to cut fire department resources faster than fire service 

leaders can evaluate their impact.”

“The white paper report was prepared to provide municipal 

leaders relevant information to consider when making decisions 

about fire department resources in a strained economy. As fire chiefs, 

we recognize the stress of dealing with cash-strapped budgets, but 

there are some resources that must take priority particularly when 

the decision can put the public and firefighters at greater risk,” 

noted Chief Ned Pettus, Jr., president of the Metropolitan Fire Chiefs 

Association.

Statements from the Report
• Expectations placed on the fire service, including Emergency 

Medical Services (EMS), response to natural disasters, hazardous 

materials incidents, technical rescue and acts of terrorism, have 

steadily increased. However, fire chiefs are often faced with 

policies created by municipal officials who are challenged to 

balance community service expectations with finite budgetary 

resources and who do so without a solid technical foundation 

for evaluating the impact of staffing and deployment decisions 

on the safety of the public and firefighters.

• This is often a situation of planning fire department resources 

to budgets rather than budgeting to the proper plan. These 

whirlwind cuts can leave a community without sufficient 

resources to respond to emergency calls safely and effectively.

• If fire department resources are deployed to match the risk levels 

inherent to hazards in the community, it has been scientifically 

demonstrated that the community will be far less vulnerable to 

negative outcomes.

• You’re going to have longer response times and less quality 

of care and it’s going to be more dangerous to the public in 

general. While it might sound like a scare tactic, what it says only 

reinforces what the fire chief told city leaders when he warned 

them about the potential for big problems to emergency 

services if jobs were lost, saying, fewer personnel and EMS units 

responding increases EMS response time, which directly impacts 

survivability of individuals experiencing medical emergencies.

• It is imperative that fire department leaders, as well as political 

decision-makers, know how fire department resource deployment 

in their local community affects community outcomes in three 

important areas: firefighter injury and death; civilian injury and 

death; and property loss and environmental impact.

The report also recommends a framework for decision-making to 

ensure public and firefighter safety. The framework compiles relevant 

resources that must be considered in decision-making including 

industry standards, government regulations and science. Based on 

the resources available to decision-makers and fire service leaders, 

the report offers a suggested policy.

Suggested Policy
For 90 percent of all incidents, the first-due unit shall arrive on 

scene within a four minute travel time. The first-due unit shall be 

capable of advancing the first line for fire suppression, starting 

rescue or providing basic life support.

“Prior to the release of recent research reports supporting 

the ability of local community leaders to make science-based 

deployment decisions, a fire chief was often forced to act in the 

absence of complete information. Today, we have research, 

standards, and regulations that establish the complex links between 

resource allocation and the array of risks found in their communities,” 

said William “Shorty” Bryson, fire chief Miami Dade Fire and Rescue. 

“Many budget cuts already in place and others being made by 

elected officials [in the absence of informed technical knowledge 

of fire safety and emergency response needs] fall far short of these 

minimal considerations,” added Bryson.

VFCA President Jack Jones and VFCA Volunteer Workforce Solutions Program 
Specialist Sharon Baroncelli address attendees at the VML/VACO Conference.
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Huguenot Volunteers 
Dedicate New Facility
By:  Taylor Goodman

The Huguenot Volunteer Fire Department in Powhatan County 

dedicated and moved into it’s new station on Saturday, November 

5, 2011, allowing their 50 members to move from their old, cramped 

station into a modern building that would not only serve the citizens 

of their response district, but their members as well.

The process actually started in 2003 as a member-driven initiative.  

The members were originally exploring either an expansion, 

renovation, or replacement of their 40-year old station on the 

existing property.  Two small adjoining pieces of property were 

purchased, but it was becoming evident that the amount of land 

they had wouldn’t be sufficient for the size of the building required.  

It was about two years later when the Board of Supervisors officially 

took over funding for the project.  The volunteer members of the fire 

company would still play a pivotal role in the design of the facility, 

however.

After the volunteers visited stations in Virginia, North Carolina, and 

Maryland, they settled on a basic design that they liked, and this 

was used as the basis for the architectural drawings.  Of concern 

was how to build a facility that could be used as an all-volunteer 

station, combination station, or an all-career station should the 

county ever reach that point in the decades ahead.  Many hours 

were dedicated to meet this effort, and the result was a 15,600 

square foot facility that not only addresses the needs of the fire 

service, but also incorporates offices for the sheriff’s office and the 

volunteer rescue squad.

With a building price tag of a little under $3.5M, the station was 

built to attain LEED certification for energy savings (the certification 

has not yet been awarded as of this writing).  The layout includes 

five double-deep drive through bays, a meeting room to hold over 

75 persons, a combination kitchen/dining area with stainless steel 

appliances, eight individual bunk rooms, three individual shower/

toilets in the bunk area, and a copious amount of storage in both 

the administrative and bay areas.

Although the project was funded by the county, the volunteers 

spent their own money to furnish the station with items of pride and 

comfort, including a custom kitchen table with the department’s 

logos inlaid, leather recliners for the day room, and brand-new LCD 

televisions.  The department’s leadership wanted make the station 

a desirable place for the volunteers to have duty crews and feel 

welcomed in an effort to reduce reaction & response times to 

incidents.

The leaders of Powhatan Fire & EMS and the Huguenot Volunteer 

Fire Department welcome anyone to visit and tour their new facilities.

Administrative	Professional	News…
Lynn Cherry-Miller, President

The VFCA Administrative Professionals held their third quarter meeting 
on Wednesday, August 10, 2011 in conjunction with the Virginia State 
Firefighters Association’s (VSFA) 125th Annual Conference & Expo. 
Each year, VSFA member Larry Gwaltney, a retired Hampton Battalion 
Chief, coordinates with the APS in setting up a room complete with 
refreshments, for the group to meet.  

We were welcomed by Hampton’s newly sworn in Fire Chief, David 
Layman. He likened administrative support personnel to the bones or 
foundation of an organization, acknowledging the critical role and 
support provided. 

The topic for the day was Professionalism, and under that broad 
umbrella—other areas of concentration included: The Honor Public 
Service, Remaining Relevant in a Competing Market, and Balance 
& Boundaries – Those “Four Letter” Words. Guest speaker, Lori Green-
Braen has an honest and practical way of communicating and her 
passion for public service was reflected throughout her presentation. 
She reminded us of the difference between a public servant and a 
government worker.  Our drive to succeed and to serve must come 
from within; we should feel honored to be in a position to serve the 
public. In today’s fast-paced world, technology is often cutting edge 
for a moment, but obsolete, the next. Skills can be the same if we fail 
to continuously sharpen and maintain them. Balance and boundaries 
are also needed. “No,” is a complete sentence and we have to allow 
ourselves to use it. Say “No,” to toxic, draining relationships and anything 
thing else that saps us of energies better used in positive, productive 
pursuits. Never feel guilty about doing things that replenish you, in 
fact, make time for those things so you’ll always be your best self in 
the workplace. These are just a few of the things touched on by Lori 
during her three-part presentation. Lori, an 18-year veteran with the City 
of Hampton began her public service career as a secretary for Budget, 
the same office where she currently serves as a Senior Budget Analyst. 

The last portion of the morning’s presentation was Presenting and 
Living Your Personal Best. Christine Snead, former City of Hampton 
Budget Director shared with us many of her personal experiences, 
struggles, and ultimately her professional successes. Her information 
rounded out and grounded the full presentation. Practical suggestions 
included, dressing for success, taking the initiative, and taking on 
additional responsibilities, asking questions and finding the right 
fit in a mentor, demanding respect and ALWAYS being respectful of 
others. Chris a 30+ year veteran with the City also began her public 
service career as a secretary, proving that any professional aspiration 
is achievable.  We thank both presenters for sharing their tremendous 
talent, energy and knowledge with our group.
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GIS Helps Virginia Recruit Volunteer Firefighters

In today’s fast-paced environment, the fire service is always looking 
for the quickest ways to produce the best results. The Virginia Fire 
Chiefs Association (VFCA), in partnership with the IAFC, is hoping 
that its experimental study, the Volunteer Workforce Solutions (VWS) 
Program, will provide a more effective and efficient method for helping 
fire chiefs recruit and retain volunteer firefighters.

The VWS Program is being funded by SAFER Grant funds. The 
Virginia VWS program could potentially change the way that the 
volunteer fire service recruits firefighters. The volunteer fire service is 
also just beginning a similar program in Connecticut.

The VFCA and IAFC understand that the mere mention of 
recruitment and retention (R&R) requires a lot of time, energy and 
funds that don’t always produce positive results. The VWS is taking 
a fresh, new, out-of-the-box approach to R&R by using geographic 
information systems (GIS) to explore new ways of recruiting volunteers.

The program is based on the premise that a GIS-based citizen-
profile analysis can provide information about the best candidates 
for the volunteer fire service. The profile analysis helps identify certain 
personal characteristics, locations and neighborhoods where the 
best candidates live and the best ways to communicate an R&R 
message to them.

The VFCA enlisted Esri and Intterra to perform the detailed citizen-
profile analysis. Esri is the world’s leading GIS software manufacturer; 
their Tapestry Segmentation system was used to perform the detailed 
citizen-profile analysis. Intterra provides analytical tools and fire service 
subject-matter expertise for the project.

The goal of the VWS Program is to provide a roadmap for an 
individual community to identify the neighborhood characteristics 
in which their current firefighters live and, based on that knowledge, 
suggest recommendations to advance the community’s future efforts 
to recruit and sustain volunteer firefighters.

Esri’s Tapestry Segmentation classifies U.S. residential neighborhoods 
into 65 distinct market segments. The distinctions between the 
segments are based on key determinants of citizen characteristics, 
such as income, source of income, employment, home value, housing 
type, occupation, education, household composition and age.

Tapestry Segmentation combines the who of lifestyle demography 
with the where of local neighborhood geography to create a model 
of various lifestyle classifications (segments) of actual neighborhoods, 
each with distinct behavioral-market segments. Identifying these 
Tapestry Segments was the foundation in the development of the 
VWS Program’s GIS-based marketing campaign, Everyday Hero VA.

Each of the 10 departments involved in the GIS portion of the 
program received a customized Tapestry Segmentation Report 
specific to its community profile. The report graphically maps and 
identifies the following groups:
• Core Group – Segments within the community where a majority 

of its current firefighters live and where potential recruits have the 
opportunity to interact with firefighters on a regular basis. 

• Developmental Group – Segments within the community where 
higher proportions of firefighters live and offer good opportunities 
for recruitment.

• Niche Group – Segments within the community where a very 
small number of firefighters live and will have little impact on 
recruitment strategies.

The VWS Program has also revealed the need for dedicated 
volunteer coordinators in our communities. Volunteer coordinators 
can provide unified messages, quick response rates to potential 
volunteer candidates, consistent media contacts, current advertising 
and marketing materials and reliable recordkeeping systems.

An informational, statewide survey of Virginia’s firefighters was also 
conducted as part of the VWS Program. One key finding of the survey 
shows that the most effective means to get a prospective volunteer 
candidate in the door is through personal contact with a current 
firefighter.

In this email and social-networking age, the survey found that 
having face-to-face discussions with a potential candidate elicits a 
much more positive response from that candidate. The face-to-face 
interaction with a volunteer firefighter allows the potential candidate 
to identify with the firefighter as a citizen of the same community 
who has stepped up to volunteer and help protect those within their 
community.

Esri’s Tapestry Segmentation gives departments a clearer picture of 
their community and allows the department to focus their recruitment 
efforts at specific events and types of venues that are most likely to 
deliver a higher return on their recruitment efforts while using fewer 
resources.

The statewide firefighter survey also provided some insight related 
to retention efforts. It’s common knowledge that it’s much easier to 
recruit volunteer firefighters than to retain them. The survey found that 
one of the top reasons individuals leave the volunteer fire service is 
due to family life changes. However, there isn’t much a department 
can do to address these changes other than being flexible and 
supportive during these times.

Another survey finding is that the lack of leadership, both on the 
fireground and in the firehouse, has been listed as one of the main 
reasons firefighters leave the fire service. Strong leadership, at all 
levels of the organization, is absolutely essential for achieving and 
maintaining high morale and subsequently increasing your volunteer 
retention rates.

At the conclusion of the VWS Program, a qualitative and 
quantitative analysis will be made between departments using 
traditional recruitment methods and departments using GIS-based 
Tapestry Segmentation methods.

The Virginia and Connecticut Fire Chiefs, leading the way in these 
groundbreaking programs, look forward to sharing the successes 
and lessons learned with the fire service community. More information 
on the survey report and analysis can be found on the Virginia Fire 
Chiefs Association’s website.

Sharon Baroncelli is the program specialist for the VFCA Volunteer 
Workforce Solutions program.

Nick Caputo is the VFCA program specialist for the the VFCA 
Volunteer Workforce Solutions program.
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Changes to AFG Award Procedures Announced 
by FEMA

If you submitted 2011 AFG application, you need to be aware of 

some changes toward electronic applications

Recently the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 

released new award procedures for the Assistance to Firefighters 

Grant (AFG) program. 

In previous years, departments being considered for AFG awards 

would receive an email with a series of questions concerning 

their banking information and their willingness to meet certain 

requirements of the program. Within a few weeks, the department 

would receive a call from its senator or congressman announcing 

the grant. The procedure is about to change, and if you submitted a 

2011 AFG application, here are a few items you need to be aware of:

• If your application is approved for an award, the person you 

listed on your application as the primary contact will receive a single 

email notification from firegrants@dhs.gov. A copy of this message will 

also be sent to your department’s AFG Mail Center. To access your 

AFG Mail Center, log into the FEMA site you used to submit your 2011 

AFG application. The first screen you will see is your application status 

page. This page contains all of the AFG, SAFER and FP&S applications 

that you have ever filed electronically. At the top of this page, you 

should notice a section titled Mail Center. Select this option and it will 

display any mail that has been sent to you regarding your application. 

• You will only receive one email notice from FEMA announcing the 

approval of your grant. Within 30 days, you must either accept 

or decline this award utilizing the e-Grant application system. 

Instructions on how to do this are contained in the award email. 

• If the primary contact does not formally accept or decline 

the award within 30 days of notification, the grant award will 

automatically be withdrawn.

FEMA anticipates that award announcements will begin within 

a few weeks and continue on a rolling basis into 2012 until all 

AFG funds have been awarded. At FireGrantsHelp, we realize 

that this is one of the busiest times of the year both personally 

and departmentally. We have several suggestions to help your 

department deal with the new AFG award procedures:

• Make sure the person listed as the primary contact on your AFG 

application is aware of the award changes announced by FEMA. 

• Respond to any emails from FEMA in a timely fashion to allow 

compliance with the 30-day rule. 

• Have your department’s primary contact or another designated 

member check the AFG Mail Center once a week to ensure your 

department’s receipt of any messages from FEMA. 

• If your department has not registered in the Central Contractor 

Registration (CCR) please do so immediately by going to https://

www.bpn.gov/ccr/default.aspx. If your registration is not current, 

you will not be able to draw grant funds if you receive an award.

Please share this information with your department and with 

anyone you know who filed a 2011 AFG application. We will update 

you with any additional information as it becomes available. 

Eighty-seven	on	duty	firefighters	
from	31	states	lost	their	lives	as	
the	result	of	83	fatal	incidents	
that	occurred	in	2010

This is the second consecutive year of substantially fewer firefighter 

deaths in the United States.  During the previous six-year period of 

2004-2009, the average number of annual on-duty firefighter deaths 

was 112. Illinois experienced the highest number of fatalities with nine 

firefighters killed; New York and Ohio had the next highest totals with 

eight firefighter deaths each. 

An overview of the 87 firefighters that died while on duty in 2010: 

• The total breakdown included 56 volunteer, 28 career, and 3 

wildland agency firefighters. 

• There were 4 firefighter fatality incidents where 2 firefighters were 

killed in each, claiming a total of 8 firefighters. 

• 11 firefighters died in duties associated with wildland fires.  Along 

with 11 such deaths in 2007, it was the lowest number of annual 

firefighter deaths associated with wildland fires in a decade. 

• Activities related to emergency incidents resulted in the deaths of 

48 firefighters. 

• 22 firefighters died while engaging in activities at the scene of a fire. 

• 16 firefighters died while responding to or returning from 15 

emergency incidents.  9 of the firefighters killed while responding to 

incidents died from heart attacks (8) or stroke (1). 

• Heart attacks were the most frequent cause of death with 50 

firefighter deaths. 

• 12 firefighters died while they were engaged in training activities. 

• 15 firefighters died after the conclusion of their onduty activity. 
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Roughly Two-Thirds Of Home Fire Deaths Resulted From 
Fires In Properties Without Working Smoke Alarms

New report focuses on smoke alarm 
effectiveness

 In 2005-2009, roughly two-thirds of home fire deaths resulted from 

fires in properties without working smoke alarms, according to the 

report “Smoke Alarms in U.S. Home Fires,” released by the National 

Fire Protection Association (NFPA). The report examines the number 

of reported fires in U.S. households with and without working smoke 

alarms, as well as the effectiveness of smoke alarms in preventing 

fire-related deaths.

“Working smoke alarms are essential in saving lives from fire,” said 

Lorraine Carli, vice president of communications for NFPA. “We know 

you can have as little as three minutes to get out if you have a fire 

before it becomes deadly. The early warning provided by smoke 

alarms gives you extra time to escape.” 

Key findings from the report include:
• The death rate per 100 reported fires was twice as high in homes 

without a working smoke alarm as it was in home fires with smoke 

alarm protection.

• Out of all home fire deaths, 38 percent resulted from fires in which 

no smoke alarms were present. 

• Hardwired smoke alarms are more reliable than those powered 

solely by batteries.

• Many homes do not have the protection recommended in recent 

editions of NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 

which requires interconnected smoke alarms in every bedroom, 

outside each sleeping area, and on every level of the home.

NFPA recommendations:
• Install smoke alarms inside every bedroom, outside each sleeping 

area and on every level of the home, including the basement. 

• For the best protection, interconnect all smoke alarms so when 

one sounds they all sound. 

• Use both photoelectric and ionization smoke alarms or 

combination ionization and photoelectric alarms, also known as 

dual sensor alarms. An ionization smoke alarm is generally more 

responsive to flaming fires and a photoelectric smoke alarm is 

generally more responsive to smoldering fires.

• Replace all smoke alarms every 10 years or sooner if they do not 

respond properly when tested. 

• Test all smoke alarms at least once a month by using the test 

button. 

For more information on smoke alarms and safety tips, visit NFPA’s 

website at www.nfpa.org/smokealarms.

Estimates in the report are based on data collected from 

fire departments and civilians that responded to the U.S. Fire 

Administration’s (USFA) National Fire Incident Reporting System 

(NFIRS), and NFPA’s National Fire Experience Survey.

Women	in	the	Fire	Service	
In celebration of Women’s History Month this March, the U.S. 

Fire Administration would like to recognize the contributions of all 

women, past and present, to the American Fire Service. 

Every day, highly trained women are engaged in firefighting, 

fire prevention, and emergency medical services (EMS), making 

significant life safety contributions to local departments and 

state and national fire service organizations as proven leaders 

and forward thinking managers. These women are role models, 

helping to protect our communities while encouraging girls and 

women to think larger and bolder. 

The American fire service is a better service provider today in 

part because of the many women who have heard this special 

calling to serve their communities. 

Ten Facts about American Women in the Fire Service 
• 10,800 women are career (paid) firefighters, making up 

3.6% of the career firefighter popula¬tion. Women comprise 

approximately 4% of the volunteer fire service, an estimated 

32,000 members. 

• 61,000 women are career emergency medical technicians 

and paramedics, representing 34% of the EMS work force. 

• The first known female firefighter was Molly Williams, an 

African American slave who served with the Oceanus Engine 

Company No. 11 in New York City beginning in 1815. 

• Anne Crawford Allen Holst was the first female fire chief when 

she became chief of the Cedar Hill (RI) Fire Department in 

1931. 

• In 1942, the first all-woman forest firefighting crew was 

assembled in California. 

• Sandra Forcier became the first career female firefighter 

(excluding forest firefighting) in 1973, working in Winston-

Salem, NC as a combination police officer and firefighter. 

• Toni McIntosh of the Pittsburgh (PA) Bureau of Fire was the first 

African-American woman to become a career firefighter in 

1976. 

• Deanne Shulman was the first woman to work for the U.S. 

Forest Service as a smokejumper in 1981. 

• FDNY’s Brenda Berkman was the first firefighter (male or 

female) to be selected as a White House Fellow in 1996. Ms. 

Berkman is also a graduate of the National Fire Academy’s 

(NFA) Ex¬ecutive Fire Officer Program. 

• Through 2010, 97 women have graduated from the NFA’s 

Executive Fire Officer Program.
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Winter	Fire	Safety	Tips		
As we move closer to winter and home fire deaths begin to increase, the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association (VFCA), the U.S. Fire Administration 

(USFA), and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) remind everyone that fire safety and prevention are especially important in the 

coming months. Home fires are more prevalent in winter than in any other season.

The USFA’s Winter Residential Building Fires (PDF, 1Mb) report shows that each winter an estimated 108,400 residential building fires occur 

in the United States, resulting in 945 deaths, 3,825 injuries, and $1.7 billion in property loss.  Cooking is the leading cause of winter residential 

building fires at 36 percent followed by heating at 23 percent.  Winter residential building fires occur mainly in the early evening hours, 

peaking from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

“The winter season brings the highest number of home fires, more than at any other time of year,” said USFA’s Deputy Fire Administrator 

Glenn Gaines.  “Home fires increase in part due to cooking and heating.  Winter storms can also interrupt electrical service and cause people 

to turn to alternative heating sources that contribute to the increased risk of fire during the winter months.”

The following safety tips are recommended to prevent winter home fires:

• Stay in the kitchen when you are frying, grilling, or broiling food.  If you leave the kitchen for even a short period, turn off the stove.

• Space heaters need space; keep anything that can burn at least three feet away from each heater.

• Check electrical cords often and replace cracked or damaged electrical or extension cords.  Do not try to repair them.

• Never use your oven or stovetop to heat your home.  They are not designed for this purpose and can be a fire hazard.  In addition, carbon 

monoxide (CO) gas might kill people and pets.

• Do not put your live Christmas tree up too early or leave it up for longer than two weeks.  Keep the tree stand filled with water at all times.

• Avoid using lighted candles.  If you must use candles, place them in sturdy candleholders that won’t burn.

• If you smoke, use only fire-safe cigarettes and smoke outside. 

For more information about the causes of winter fires, winter storm fire safety, holiday fire safety, and tips that will help prevent the incidence 

of fire in the home, visit the USFA website at www.usfa.fema.gov/winter, the NFPA website at www.nfpa.org/winter, and the fire safety information 

portion of VDFP’s website at http://www.vafire.com/fire_safety_education/seasonal_safety_information.htm.

Winter fires are preventable.  Find out what you need to know to prevent a tragedy and have a happy and fire safe winter and holiday 

season.

NVFC	Releases	Report	on	Firefighter	Arson
The National Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC), with support from the United States Fire 

Administration (USFA), has released a report addressing the problem of firefighter arson. 

The Report on the Firefighter Arson Problem: Context, Considerations, and Best Practices, 

aims to educate members of the fire service, emphasize existing proactive approaches, 

and provide resources and best practices for prevention and mitigation.

Firefighter arson is a long-standing problem that impacts fire departments and 

communities across the nation. History suggests that firefighter arson is not a new 

phenomenon. In fact, the number of media reports suggests there are likely over 100 

arrests per year. While this is still small in comparison to the over 1 million firefighters 

nationwide, the impact of these incidents is profound on the department, the community, 

and the fire setter. The NVFC, with guidance from a work group comprised of arson 

investigators and fire service professionals, examined the issue using previous research, 

news stories, and through interviews with individuals directly affected by firefighter arson. 

Work group members provided a valuable critique of the existing literature and crafted 

a series of recommendations to more adequately address and prevent firefighter arson 

incidents.

As part of this project, the NVFC is also working on developing a toolkit for fire 

departments which will include prevention materials and resources for dealing with the 

aftermath of a firefighter arson incident.
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